
Legal Process for serious crimes involving mental health impairment or cognitive impairment

Matter goes back to where 
it was in the criminal justice 
system and continues as any 

other criminal matter

Judge holds a  
‘fitness inquiry’

Judge finds accused  
is fit to be tried

Judge finds accused is unfit  
to be tried and will not become 

fit within the next 12 months

ODPP decides to 
continue with 

the case

ODPP decides 
not to continue 
with the case

Accused is released 
after ODPP notifies 
victim and police 
and consults with 

defence 

Judge finds accused is unfit  
to be tried but may become fit 

within the next 12 months  

Matter returned  
to Court 

MHRT reviews 
accused and 

notifies Court  
when accused 
becomes fit 

Matter goes back  
to where it was 
in the criminal 
justice system 

and continues as 
any other criminal 

matter

Judge holds a  
‘fitness inquiry’

ODPP decides 
whether or not  

to continue with 
the case

Judge refers accused to the 
Mental Health Review Tribunal 

(MHRT)

Question about a person’s  
fitness to be tried is raised

Based on limited  
evidence  available  

accused is found  to  
have committed  

an offence

Accused is free 
to go and  

is realeased

Accused  
is found

not guilty

If accused remains a 
threat  to themselves or 
others,  they will remain  
in  detention, until this   
is no longer the case

MHRT regularly reviews 
accused. Accused is 

released if found to no 
longer be a threat to 
themselves or others

Special verdict of  act 
proven but not criminally 

 responsible because of  
a mental  health or  

cognitive impairment 

Accused is assessed   
by MHRT  

(unless  released by the 
court  unconditionally) 

Special Hearing  
in District Court or 

Supreme Court

Judge will impose 
penalties  and/or a 

limiting term  (a maximum 
 detention period)

MHRT finds 
accused has not 

become fit and will 
not become fit 
within the next  

12 months


